
Towards a Food-Systems 
Pattern Language

Patchwork Alliance as a Platform for A new Food System



What is a Pattern 
Language?

Christopher Alexander; Sara Ishikawa; Murray Silverstein; Max Jacobson; 
Ingrid Fiksdahl-King; Shlomo Angel 

A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction is a 
1977 book on architecture, urban design, and 
community livability.

https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/SearchResults?an=christopher%20alexander%20ishikawa%20murray%20silverstein&cm_sp=det-_-bdp-_-author
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/SearchResults?an=christopher%20alexander%20ishikawa%20murray%20silverstein&cm_sp=det-_-bdp-_-author
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Livability
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/SearchResults?an=christopher%20alexander%20ishikawa%20murray%20silverstein&cm_sp=det-_-bdp-_-author
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/SearchResults?an=christopher%20alexander%20ishikawa%20murray%20silverstein&cm_sp=det-_-bdp-_-author
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Livability


A Garden Farming Pattern 
Language



What to do with Patterns?

Each pattern represents our current best guess as to what 
arrangement of the physical [and socioeconomic] 
environment will work to solve the problem presented. The 
empirical questions center on the problem—does it occur 
and is it felt in the way we describe it?—and the solution—
does the arrangement we propose solve the problem? 

Grouping these patterns….they form a kind of language, 
each pattern forming a word or thought of a true language 
rather than a prescriptive way to design or solve a problem.



How to use patterns

"Each solution is stated in such a way, it gives the 
essential field of relationships needed to solve the 
problem, but in a very general and abstract way—so you 
can solve the problem, in your way, by adapting it to 
your preferences, and the local conditions at the place 
you are making it."



Why Patterns? Why 
do this work?



Towards a  
Food Systems Pattern Language

Why?  

The way we are doing things 
have nothing to do with what is 
human in us. 

The urgency of creating & 
implementing systems of 
resiliency is real. 

Our agriculture has been forced 
out of sustenance food-ways.   



When we had to take care of ourselves  
(we already need to, btw)

Loss of ancestral food-ways; Supply 
chain breakdown; Authoritarian 
control of humanity; Economic 
manipulation; Earth Catastrophe  

What are the catastrophes you 
foresee?  How would you strategize 
on a community level to withstand 
the effects?    

Are you waiting for a savior?  Do you 
think the systems are reformable by 
our actions?



Strategy

Reformist Strategies 

political activism, policy advocacy 

NPO, NGO activity 

economic reform advocacy 

enterprise reform

Constructionist Strategies 

alternate forms of exchange 

sustenance focussed initiatives 

inter-stakeholder transparency 

counter-economics



Patterns of Consumers
Production, Storage, Processing, Distribution, Buying Clubs



Patterns of Home  
Production & Consumption

Integrated urban and suburban food systems (see Bane)



Patterns of Storage

Neighborhood root cellars 

Neighborhood walk-in coolers



Patterns of Processing

Neighborhood scale kitchens  

Neighborhood processing 
cooperatives



Patterns of Distribution

Neighborhood scale packing and 
delivery.  systems & facilities



Patterns of Access to Food

Multi-vendor storefronts, Pop-up markets, Mobile 
markets 

Cooperative lending pools & subsidy programs 

Patterns of Affordability

Reflect on the real situation of food maldistribution   

Reflect on our dependence on food distribution band-aids 



Patterns of Exchange

Neighborhood buying clubs 

Shared-risk neighborhood scale 
contract growing



Patterns of Producers
Divesting, Access to Market, Moving Food, Asset & Energy, 

Integration



Patterns of Access to Market

Cooperative marketplaces 

Producer-Consumer relationship 
deepening

Reflect on barriers to entry. 

Reflect on the relationship of retailers and 
grocers with local producers. 

Reflect on the nature of relationship of 
consumer & producer. 



Patterns of Integrated Production

Producer Cooperatives 

Localized supply chains 

Storage & Processing cooperatives 

Collective crop planning for sustenance 

Land access

Reflect on the real caloric needs to form a regional sustenance system 

Reflect on the acreages “we” have access to 

Reflect on the acreages “we” could seek access to 



Patterns of Assets & Energy

Cooperatively owned tools and equipment 

Retailer Cooperatives 

Tool libraries 

Cooperative lending pools & subsidy programs

Reflect on redundancies that exist in our local food movement 

Reflect on facilities, assets, resources held amongst stakeholders.  What is needed 
where and when?  



Patterns of Moving Food

Aggregation networks 

Workers as Producers 

Retailers as Producers 

Distributors as Producers



Patterns of Integration & 
Specialization 

Inter-enterprise asset mapping 

Open books 

Shared-Risk Contract Production



Towards a new Food System
Patterns of Empowered Stakeholders



Patterns of Divestment & 
Investment

Transformation of business models 

Preparing for sustenance 

Follow the money 

Direct the money 

Don’t take 



Patterns of Decentralization & 
Centralization

Self organized communities 

Decentralized inventory and pricing management 

Centralized payment processing and distribution 

Cooperative marketing 

Profit-sharing



Patterns of Valuation & Pricing

Reflect on global food systems 

Alternate forms of exchange 

Subversive forms of exchange



Patterns of Shifting Responsibility

Reflect on costs and values and find where responsibility 
should be shared in a sustenance system 

Reflect on the who and what of a resilient system 

Bolster the ability to respond



Patterns of Trust

Reflect on boundaries of trust 

trusting in the trust of others 

Extending 

Risk management



Affecting Patterns
What Patchwork can do NOW



Patterns of Facilitation

Facilitate communications and coordination of Nodes



Patterns of Design

Systems of self-organized nodes 

Systems for networked decision making 

Systems for new forms of exchange



Patterns of Cooperative Investment

Cooperative Systems for investment in communities



The End 
Thank you! 

What’s Next??



Thank you!
Next steps - Quilting Club Sessions will hone in on these Patterns.   

We will make things happen.  We hope you’ll join.


